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SMART CHOICE
FOR YOUR HEALTH
To be healthy is to be smart and to make smart choices.
With Theraspine, you make one of the most important choice in life.
As a complete bedding solution for everyone in the family for every life cycle.
Theraspine oﬀers a perfected sleep system. Creating healthy and
revived body shape, result in the deal body condition
to embrace and triumph over your day.

ExclusivE
CollectioN
All great things are derived from passionate people. Their urge to
discover new ideas and method , resulted in a masterful creation that
reﬂects their persistence. For more than a century, Theraspine has been
surrounded with passionate people who have carried Theraspine to
evolve and standout above the rests. We have delivered countless
immaculate creations and masterpieces, which eventually become the
signature of our passion.

DISCOVER
YOUR DREAMS

SENSIBLE
SPINE
Sensible Spine is the most luxury mattress
to recharge and recover your body and
mind. Made from the ﬁnest quality and
design for your superior comfort. Our
Sensible Spine support system is designed
to provide both individualized micro
comforting support and deep down technology correct to support your body
needs. With the elegance of its features,
ﬁnest materials and innovation, making it
a perfect combination of
comfortable stream and foster mattress
that ever made.
Headboard : 160 cm Foundation : 15 cm
Mattress
: 48 cm Feet
: 3,5 cm

ADVANTAGE

MEMORY
SPINE
MEMORY SPINE is made from
independent pocket spring. The Mattress
also provides, European smart pillow top
where it give you extra comfort to balance
your back while you sleep. The two tone
colour fabric matrress creates a perfect
match.comfortable stream and foster
mattress that ever made.

Headboard : 150cm Foundation : 15 cm
Mattress
: 39 cm Feet
: 5 cm

ADVANTAGE

ULTIMATE
SPINE
Ultimate Spine oﬀers you a whole new
experience in having a goodnight sleep.
With consisted our best quality of
charcoal memory foam. Ultimate Spine is
the only mattress made using Spouse
Comfort System Spring and covered with
high quality fabric to give you the best
rest you can get.comfortable stream and
foster mattress that ever made.

Headboard : 140 cm Foundation : 25 cm
Mattress
: 25 cm Feet
: 5 cm

ADVANTAGE

WELL SPINE
Well Spine is equipped with luxurious
European plush top, supported with
Thera Blue Cell and 9 Zone Pocket Spring
System. Feel the perfect balance of your
back and body contour to complete your
perfect sleep. The perfect match of the
two tone colored fabric also will bring a
whole new aesthetic level for your
bedding.
Headboard : 150 cm Foundation : 25 cm
Mattress
: 37 cm Feet
: 5 cm

ADVANTAGE

MEDI SPINE
Our best seller, Medi Spine has gained its
recognition from chiropractors who are
acknowledging Medi Spine’s Extra Firm
Pocket Spring Technology Support
System. Layered in Thera Blue Cell and
Thera High Pressure PU Foam Layer,
Medi Spine will help those who are
having back problems and giving them
the extra care to their back problem.
Headboard : 140 cm Foundation : 25 cm
Mattress
: 30 cm Feet
: 5 cm

ADVANTAGE

VIRGINIA
Virginia is specially made with Spouse
Comfort System. Completed by a pillow
top combination which will create a good
comfortable sleep.

Headboard : 140 cm Foundation : 25cm
Mattress
: 33 cm Feet
: 5 cm

ADVANTAGE

JUNIO TEEN
Designed carefully for your little ones, Junio Kids mattress consists of Exclusive
charcoal memory foam Layer, supported with Spouse Comfort System and
Foam Encased Technology. The perfect choice to help you give your children the
best rest they deserved.
Standard Headboard

Headboard : 131 cm
Mattress
: 39 cm

Foundation : 38 cm
Feet
: 5 cm

ADVANTAGE

Penguin Headboard

Headboard : 140 cm
Mattress
: 28 cm

Foundation : 38 cm
Feet
: 5 cm

Advantage
This work of art is the embodiment of Theraspine Collection. Designed with exquiste
beauty, our masterpiece is distiguished from the perfect combination of luxury and
comfort. Pampering your night rest with its features, such as tufting technology, Theraspine masterpiece assure you to have a relaxing and heavenly rest you need.

Thera Blue Cell

Thera Blue Cell was made to be soft and comfortable, similar
to latex, but more reﬁned and built to be ﬁre resistant when
exposed to ﬁre spark, causing the ﬁre not to spread.

Mini Pocket Spring

Mini Pocket Spring has a function and a system similar to
that 9 Zone Pocket Spring System, the only diﬀerence in size
may be much shorter

Spouse Comfort System

Semi Pocket Spring is used to provide a strong structure in the
spring bed and stability better and ﬂexibility so as to support
the backbone of your convenience.

Foam Encased

Charcoal Memory Foam
Charcoal Memory Foam is an anti-mites and anti-bacterium
material. Used to absorb the unwanted odor and moisture,
reducing electronic device radiation, increasing metabolism
and improving blood circulation.

Latex Foam
Our latex was made purely form natural rubber latex material
which can adjust its own temperature easily in hot or cold to
give the comfort that users need.

Foam Encased Thecnology is very useful for Additional help
support arround Theraspine mattress and sleeping areas
increase at mattress Theraspine. Foam Encased is made of
high density foam and hard.

Zipper Model
There are several types of Theraspine mattress that uses
Zipper Model. Functions that the fabric cover can be removed
from the mattress and washed

Thera Cotton Layers

Thera High Pressure Foam
Open cell foam was made from shredded pieces of foam and
then glued together to form one solid piece of foam. Rebond
foam was created to be very dense to provide a solid, ﬁrm
support base.

Double Pocket Spring

Double Pocket Spring is a pocket spring support that consist
9 Zone System to provide strength and comfort to the mattress
as well to stabilize the mattress perfectly when you lie down.

Pocket Spring

Pocket Spring is one of the largest innovation in the industry.
Diﬀering with the traditional coil spring, pocket spring was
made individually then placed into their own pockets,
allowing it to move independently.

Thera Cotton Layer is used to stabilize and evenly distribute
the burden on the mattress.

Thera Webbing System
Thera Webbing is an additional layer system to balance the
pressure on the surface of the mattress, giving Theraspine a
tough and sturdy body.

Knock Down System
Knock-Down System is given to help users to easily commute the goods and mobilize it to diﬀerent places.

QUALITY
CERTIFICATE

Theraspine already proven quality and durability as the world class
mattress through the LGA, a world certiﬁcation bodies that assess
speciﬁc quality mattress and furniture in Germany.

The test conducted by LGA Mobelpruﬁnstitut in
Germany produced astinishing:
1. Germany Based Quality Certiﬁcation
2. Cornel Machine Test: Pressed 50.000 times (20 years usage)
3. Our result test is 95 of 100

